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ABSTRACT
Policymakers are increasingly interested in using virtual assistants
to augment social care services in the context of a demographic
ageing crisis. At the same time, technology companies are market-
ing conversational user interfaces (CUIs) and smart home systems
as assistive technologies for elderly and disabled people. However,
we know relatively little about how today’s commercially available
CUIs are used to assist in everyday homecare activities, or how
care service users and human care assistants interpret and adapt
these technologies in practice. Here we report on a longitudinal
conversation analytic case study to identify, describe, and share
how CUIs can be used as assistive conversational agents in practice.
The analysis reveals that, while CUIs can augment and support
new capabilities in a homecare environment, they cannot replace
the delicate interactional work of human care assistants. We ar-
gue that CUI design is best inspired and underpinned by a better
understanding of the joint coordination of homecare activities

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → People with disabilities;
• Human-centered computing→ Activity centered design; Em-
pirical studies in HCI; Empirical studies in accessibility; •
Computing methodologies→ Discourse, dialogue and prag-
matics.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Policymakers are increasingly looking to new assistive technologies
to augment social care services in the context of a demographic age-
ing crisis [55], suggesting that “[d]ata-driven services and emerging
robotic and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies could provide
services to help maintain independence for older people” [70]. At
the same time, technology companies are promoting conversational
user interfaces (CUIs) and smart home systems as assistive technolo-
gies for elderly and disabled people. In Amazon’s [2019a] ‘Sharing
is Caring’ advert, for example, a stereotypical elderly man learns to
use an Amazon Echo by watching his (human) personal assistant
interact with the Echo’s virtual assistant Alexa. However, Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) research in this area tends to adopt a
medical model of assistive technology design that focuses on high-
tech ‘fixes’ for individuals’ impairments (e.g., [11, 62, 69]), and there
is still little evidence available to practitioners and policymakers as
to how these technologies work within real health and care settings
[60, 100].

This paper reports on a case study exploring how CUIs are in-
tegrated into the daily routines of a naturalistic homecare setting.
Specifically, we focus on how a disabled person and their personal
assistant manage and distribute their work during homecare rou-
tines such as eating, getting out of bed, or using the toilet. We used
conversation analysis to examine 180 interactions with CUIs drawn
from over 100 hours of recordings to understand how users adapt
their interactions to work with a CUI and a range of smart home
devices. Our analyses focus on how users encounter and resolve
practical and interactional troubles that emerge when using the
CUI as a functional component of the homecare environment. By
examining these moments in detail, we develop a distributed, in-
teractionally informed analysis that aims to enable designers and
engineers to develop CUIs that manage the contingencies of the
smart homecare setting.

1.1 Models of disability in assistive technology
research

Finding an appropriate user model is a core concern for HCI, espe-
cially when designing systems for disabled users [24]. Within the
social sciences more broadly, more abstract conceptual models also
provide a framework for understanding the construction of social
categories such as ‘able bodied’ or ‘disabled’. In this context, there
is a long-standing, debate about competing models of disability
[92] with significant implications for assistive technology design.
Assistive technology research often builds on a ‘medical model’ of
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disability that conceives of the user as an individual with a specific
physical or cognitive deficit that requires a technical fix [43]. For
example, studies of the potential of CUIs for accessibility in a survey
by Clark et al. 2019 tend to focus on the potential of speech tech-
nologies to enable people with a range of impairments to complete a
specific set of performance-measurable tasks (see e.g., [5, 61, 71, 72]).
This medical model of disability is often criticized for focusing on
individuals and impairments rather than on the disabling impact
of poorly adapted environments, for reducing people’s experience
of disability to a narrow range of functional parameters, and for
promoting expensive, stigmatizing, and impractical technologies
over simpler adaptations [66]1.

Conversely, studies of disability and technology that adopt a
‘social model’ of disability attribute disabling factors to poorly
adapted environments and social stigma [15] and promote social
and environmental interventions that de-stigmatize the individual
as the locus of the ‘problem’ that assistive technology aims to solve
[29]. The social model has successfully fostered the inclusion of
disabled people and in challenging the dominant, medical model
of disabled users in assistive technology design [42]. However, the
social model has also been criticized for focusing solely on social
constructs, for effacing the individuality and diversity of disabled
people [18], and for overlooking the support needs of people with
learning disabilities [83]. Drawing on Hughes and Paterson’s 1997
sociological analysis of impairment [48], Cluley et al. 2020 suggest
that both the medical model and social model misconceive impair-
ment and disability, either by commission (medicalizing impairment
as an individual, physiological issue), or by omission (minimizing
individual–in favor of social–issues) [14].

Conceptual models of disability are essential for the design of
assistive technology because they help identify user needs and
match them to overall system goals [15, 16]. Different conceptual
models of disability can guide researchers’ choices about design
frameworks, processes of requirements gathering, and goal-setting
in smart homecare systems design. In the following section, we
review the goals and challenges of developing user models for
developing smart homecare systems.

1.2 The goal of independence in smart
homecare systems

When informed by either medical or social models of disability,
user-centered design frameworks and other methods for identify-
ing users’ personal and contextual requirements tend to emphasize
the independence of disabled users as an end-goal [23, 90]. However,
the goal of independence itself is not necessarily empowering for
disabled people. Clinicians frequently cite the goal of independence
in terms of reduced reliance on (human) personal assistance as a
primary reason for recommending assistive technologies [46]. Ac-
cordingly, assistive technologies that involve conversational agents
or social robots are often promoted as supporting the independence
of elderly and disabled people. This image of technology-enabled
independence is prominent both in the marketing of consumer

1For example, the 2019 ‘Topol report’ on the future of healthcare [91] illustrates its
section on assistive technology with an image of a young disabled boy encased in a
huge robotic exoskeleton, lumbering across a walk track in a high-tech laboratory.

‘smart home’ devices (see e.g., [21, 22]), and in the design of re-
search prototypes for socially assistive robotics (e.g., [52, 63, 64]).
Unrealistic representations of futuristic care robots that are pro-
moted in media reports are reflected in public perceptions about
the potential role of such technologies in the future of health and
social care [93, 100]. This technological imaginary of autonomous
assistive robots and high-tech ‘independence’, in turn, can shape
healthcare investment and policy (e.g., [75, 91]) as well as the legal,
ethical, and functional frameworks that will inform the technical
specifications of future homecare systems [58, 79, 101]. However,
there is still little evidence to support the efficacy of this approach
[60, 98, 99], and critical questions remain as to how the goal of
independence will be interpreted and embedded into the future
technical infrastructures that underpin smart homecare systems.

Assistive technology development projects are often stuck be-
tween incompatible understandings of independence. On the one
hand, the social model of disability has informed the concept of ‘in-
dependent living’ developed within the disability civil rights move-
ment [95], focusing on disabled people making decisions about
their own care needs. This notion of independence is empowering
in that it gives disabled people choices about how to structure their
everyday lives. In more medicalized approaches to assistive tech-
nology, on the other hand, independence is often cited as a goal for
systems that promise to enable users to do things for themselves.
This concept of independence assumes that people can find prac-
tical, social, and emotional support (that would otherwise require
human assistants or residential care facilities), from relatively cheap
virtual agents and smart homecare systems (e.g., [9, 27, 34]).

While these two interpretations of independence as a goal (mak-
ing decisions for oneself, or doing things for oneself), are not mutu-
ally exclusive, the former—prioritizing the decisions and needs of
disabled people—is clearly more empowering than the latter, which
is vulnerable to paternalistic and utilitarian design and policymak-
ing that prioritizes the apparent efficiencies and cost-savings of
automation [6, 12, 84]. The danger of emphasizing this less em-
powering notion of independence is that it embeds a deficit-based
medical model of disability into the technical process of user mod-
elling. This approach defines disabled users primarily in relation to
their impairment (rather than their social environment), and seeks
to ‘enable’ them to operate as an autonomous individual [82]. How-
ever, even for ostensibly able-bodied users, technologies designed
for this ‘default’ individualized user tend to be poorly adapted for
the inherently interdependent, multi-party interactional settings
that we all inhabit in our everyday lives [1, 3, 74].

1.3 The centrality of interdependence for
homecare interactions

This paper reports on a longitudinal case study exploring how a
disabled person and their (human) care assistant interact while
using an Amazon Echo to collaborate on shared tasks as they work
through their daily care routine together. Our focal phenomena
here are the homecare interactions, rather than (as is more usual)
individual users, specific impairments, or particular assistive tech-
nologies. This approach builds on the results of over thirty years of
interactional research showing how people with apparently severe
language impairments still communicate effectively as they engage
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in intrinsically interdependent courses of social action [30, 32, 96].
For example, Goodwin’s 2004 study showed how his father Chil,
who had been a noted raconteur before he developed aphasia follow-
ing a stroke, was still able to tell complex stories and reminiscences,
despite only being able to articulate the words “yes”, “no”, and
“and”. By eliciting stories from his family and timing his gestures
along with his positive, negative, or conjunctive vocalizations, Chil
was able to shape storytellings in progress, co-constructing stories
by harnessing others’ verbal contributions [32]2. For this reason,
we use methods that draw on evidence for the centrality of inter-
dependence and cooperative action, (rather than independence and
autonomy) for interactional processes in general [31, 33], and for
the social construction of ability and disability through interaction
in particular [7, 32]. Our analyses focus on describing the organiza-
tion of interaction between participants and its “distributions and
linkages across human and technological realms” [1], rather than on
characterizing autonomous individuals and discrete technologies
as such. This approach avoids essentializing disability and assistive
technology as entirely either socially or medically determined [18],
and aims to inspire CUI developers to design for the interdependent
contingencies of interaction in everyday homecare settings. In the
following section, we outline our methods for studying CUIs as
part of an assistive environment in which “interdependency and
collective action are the focus” [14] by shifting from analysis of
users and devices to center on mechanisms of social interaction.

2 DATA AND METHODS
The video data used in this case study was drawn from over 100
hours of naturalistic recordings featuring interactions between a
disabled man, his personal assistant, and a virtual assistant. The
data were recorded by the participants over the course of a year
during which they used two IP cameras to capture footage to a
cloud server continuously for several days at a time. To ensure
their control over any potentially sensitive recordings, they were
shown how to review, save, and delete footage before sharing it
as open data for research purposes. Both agreed to share the re-
search recordings openly to encourage further research into the
development of accessible CUIs and smart home systems.3 When-
ever the Amazon Echo device was successfully activated with the
‘wake word’ “Alexa”, interactions with the system were recorded
on the user’s “Alexa Voice History Log” linked to an Amazon ac-
count. These logs were shared with the research team and used as
a searchable index for the video data.

Our data selection rationale drew on methods of mapping the
affordances of new technologies in HCI by identifying moments
of trouble or ‘breakdown’ [94] in user experience, then observing
how users work to resolve them. Related empirical studies of ‘re-
pair’ practices [51, 56, 81] in human social interaction suggest that
this approach could provide tractable starting points for analyzing
interactional trouble [4, 38] and moments of possible intersubjec-
tive ‘breakdown’ [68] in both human-human and human-machine
interaction. We searched the Alexa logs to identify situations in
which the wake word “Alexa” was used repeatedly to activate and
2At least he was until his wife died, leaving him unable to retrieve and relate any new
stories based on their shared biographies together.
3This data collection and sharing protocol was approved by Loughborough University’s
research ethics procedures (8-8-2019).

reactivate the Amazon Echo device. This process yielded an initial
collection of 180 cases of miscommunication between the human
users and the virtual assistant that allowed us to observe how they
worked together to resolve interactional problems.

We then used (CA) [86] to transcribe, annotate, and describe
these interactions in detail. Unlike qualitative methods that focus
primarily on the propositional content of speech or text, CA aims to
identify the “repetitive, uniform, typical and cohort-independent”
practices [39] that organize talk and social interaction. The analytic
object of CA is interaction itself, so the analytic process tracks
how social actions such as greetings, instructions, and requests are
designed, recognized, and accomplished in specific settings. The an-
alytic process involves recording interaction in naturalistic settings,
then creating technical transcripts including annotations of details
such as intonation, prosody, and overlap, along with multi-modal
resources such as gesture, gaze, and body orientation [40]. Because
observational analyses are inherently reliant on researchers’ own
interactional competencies and interpretations, analysts use two
main methods to test the robustness of their inductive findings.
Firstly, instead of relying on analyst’s inductive interpretations of
meaning, each observation relies on endogenous evidence provided
in the data itself using a next turn ‘proof procedure’ [36]. For exam-
ple, when, an action (e.g., a question) is produced by one participant
in a recorded conversation, this utterance would only be analyzed
as a question if that is how it is treated by a recipient in the next
turn (e.g., by giving an answer). Secondly, to enhance the reliability
of these observations, CA researchers conduct ‘data sessions’ as
a form of rapid, iterative panel review for work-in-progress [35].
During data sessions, a mix of expert interaction analysts, domain
experts, (and, in some cases, participants themselves [19]), review
video clips and use detailed transcripts to check and, very often,
contest each other’s analyses [8]. Each analysis presented below
were reviewed at least one CA data session.

Perhaps because they are designed for studying conversation,
these methods are becoming established within a branch of CUI
research that shows, in detail, how CUIs can reflexively shape
the socio-material and interactional environments they constitute
[3, 25, 44, 74]. The descriptive findings of these CA studies derive
their reliability from this reflexive, inductive process rather than
from concepts of generalizability based on hypothetico-deductive
reasoning and probability sampling [2]. CA aims, instead, for the
transferability of findings between cases [59] by building and test-
ing analytic ‘collections’ of many cases of procedurally and prag-
matically similar actions [45]. Since the focus is on the structure
and function of social actions rather than on persons, note that
the n in this research context is denominated in cases rather than
e.g., numbers of participants or user tests, as is more common in
HCI. To avoid reproducing a medical model of disability, and since
interactional structure can be observed and described accurately
without including biographical, medical, and relational information
about the individuals involved, we do not include these details in
our analysis. Similarly, since our analysis focuses on sequences of
action rather than on a particular technical implementation, we do
not focus on the specific make and model of the CUIs featured.

In our initial review of 180 cases, we noticed that Ted, the dis-
abled person in the clips below, would often need assistance from
Anna, his human care assistant to summon the virtual assistant
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(VA) Alexa. Ted would also often use his VA to summon Anna.
The extracts below feature a range of methods that Ted and Anna
use for summoning and commanding Alexa, and for dealing with
summons/command responses. All cases involve Ted and Anna
using a range of methods to summon and ‘recruit’ various types
of assistance from each other, often while using Alexa. We use
the terms ‘assistance’ and ‘recruitment’ technically here to mean
“the linguistic and embodied ways in which assistance may be
sought—requested or solicited—or in which we come to perceive
another’s need and offer or volunteer assistance” [54]. Examining
recruitment in these terms also opens opportunities for analyzing
interactional practices for the design (prosodic, grammatical, and
embodied) of requests for—and offers of—assistance [17]. These
practices range from explicit methods for requesting assistance and
“getting others to do things” on the one hand [26], to tacit, embod-
ied methods for noticing and meeting others’ immediate wants and
needs on the other [53]. Recruitment events appear to be a universal
prosocial human behavior that occur very frequently (every 2-3
minutes) in everyday interaction across cultures and languages [78].
The goal here is to describe, in detail, how the interactional matrix
for assistance-seeking and assistance-granting [41] operates in a
smart homecare setting and to ask how, if at all, this fundamental
practice of human sociality can be organized to involve CUIs.

3 ANALYSIS
Before exploring instances of how users configure more complex
interactional environments to work with CUIs, our first example
features simple failures to summon a virtual assistant4. In Figure
1, Ted is alone in his room when he inadvertently initiates a con-
versation with two ‘smart’ virtual agents simultaneously, both of
which use the ‘wake word’ method of initiating interactions with
a CUI. Note that the line running down the left of the transcripts
below represents the pattern of ‘wake light’ activation.

4For a more detailed analysis of this extract see [3].

Figure 1: Ted summons Alexa then immediately self-corrects
to summon Siri (video)

Ted summons Alexa on his Amazon Echo when he means to
summon Apple’s VA Siri on his iPhone. This is clear from the way
that Ted repeats the wake word ‘Alexa’ in lines 1 and 5 while gazing
towards his iPhone (behind the cup on his desk), then briefly shifts
his gaze to Alexa while saying ‘ahh wrong one’ in line 9 before
summoning Siri on his iPhone in the next turn.

We can break this episode down into a series of two summons/response
sequences and one instruction/response sequence that intersect
with one another. The first sequence starts with the wake word
at line 1 and immediately gets a response from Alexa when the
wake light comes on (and stays on until line 17). The second sum-
mons/response sequence, this time directed to Siri, starts at line
11, and is responded to in line 13 when Siri produces its audible
‘wake beep’ sound to indicate its readiness for a command. The
third sequence, however, is initiated in line 14 when Alexa responds
to Ted’s “Hey Siri” with a pre-programmed wisecrack response, “I
think you’ve got me confused with someone else”. Siri treats Alexa’s
wisecrack as a new command and offers to search the web for the
phrase. Ted finally abandons his attempts to initiate an interaction
with Siri.

It is striking that even though Alexa’s designers had (rightly)
anticipated precisely this situation, they chose to program Alexa
to make a wisecrack rather than simply suppressing a response to

https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig1.mp4
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a turn that is clearly intended for ‘someone else’. As is clear from
Siri’s pro-forma response, Siri’s designers had not fully anticipated
this situation leading to a miscued ‘fallback’: offering to search
the web for the prior command (whatever it was). In both these
failures, we see how CUIs can struggle to deal with the presence of
other wake-word activated voice technologies. Both responses also
suggest a flawed assumption in the basic user/dialogue model, i.e.,
that a user in a room without other wake-word activated devices
requires the CUI to respond to the last utterance. The following
extracts show how designers could take advantage of the wider
interactional environment of CUIs, and how users configure their
multi-party interactions to include CUIs in effective and inventive
ways.

3.1 Acting independently with a virtual
assistant

In some situations, such as when going to the toilet, an interactional
environment in which one is entirely independent of others may
be more desirable. One of the complications of homecare is that
personal assistants are only there for given times in the day, so
going to the toilet cannot necessarily be spontaneous, but must be
integrated into a homecare routine. When the following extract
begins, Ted is on his commode. His personal assistant Anna has
lifted him onto the commode using the ceiling track hoist and is
waiting in the adjoining room. Ted has set a timer alarm for 15
minutes, which is about to go off.

Figure 2: Ted completes part of a care routine then summons
Anna to help finish it (video)

This series of summons, command and response sequences shows
Ted using the Echo device to do as much as he can achieve with-
out Anna’s help: stopping the alarm and turning off the heater
that is keeping him warm during the toilet routine. Getting off
the commode, however, requires assistance, so Ted summons and
instructs Alexa to summon his Anna for the next task in the care
routine. While this episode is still ostensibly a ‘single user’ inter-
action with a CUI, we see how the summons/command/response
sequence can begin to involve others when the final command “Call
Anna." operates something like a ‘switchboard request’5: handing
the interaction-in-progress over to someone else.

Figure 3 provides another example of using the VA to summon
the human care assistant. The extract begins just after Ted’s after-
noon nap when he is using the CPAP breathing machine that he
must wear whenever he is sleeping. Since the mask covers Ted’s
face, he cannot summon or instruct Alexa himself. For this situation,
Ted and Anna have repurposed an ‘echo button’ (a simple controller
intended to be used for quizzes and games with the Echo) as a ‘call
button’ for Anna. When Ted presses the button, the Echo has been
configured to play the request “please remove the mask now” on
all the Echo devices in the house–summoning Anna to come and
help with the next phase of the homecare routine.

Figure 3: Ted presses an Echo Button to summon Anna to
remove his CPAP breathing mask (video)

Ted is still wearing his mask when he asks Anna the time in line
4 and she relays that question directly to Alexa in line 7, eliciting a
time announcement that Ted can hear. Once Anna removes Ted’s
mask and begins to take off his blankets, Ted then takes on the task
of commanding Alexa to turn on the heater in line 17.

Note that the request to remove the mask in line 1 is directed
to Anna, but spoken by Alexa, and initiated by Ted - and will be
repeated every time Ted presses the Echo button. The hand-over
of the task of interacting with Alexa highlights how closely Ted
5A ‘switchboard request’ involves asking to speak to someone other than the initial
call-answerer in a pre-caller-ID telephone opening [80]).

https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig2.mp4
https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig3.mp4
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and Anna monitor one another’s activities and coordinate their
availability for doing part of their shared activity using the CUI. For
example, while Anna could easily have turned on the heater herself
(as a familiar part of this ‘waking up from a nap’ care routine), we
see her take off Ted’s mask and then get on with her part of the
next task in the routine, allowing Ted to take the initiative with
Alexa to turn off the heater.

Through these elegant hand-overs, we see how Anna and Ted
implicate a CUI in the coordination of their joint activities. In the
following extracts we will see further examples where Ted takes
on tasks himself by using a CUI to act within the participation
framework of his joint activity with Anna.

3.2 Sharing joint activities with the virtual
assistant

In the examples we have seen so far, the methods used for recruit-
ing assistance are mostly explicit command/request sequences or
information-seeking questions such as time-checks. Where these
CUI-directed requests are troubled by miscommunication, we see
more clearly they can provide participants with opportunities to
coordinate joint activities.

In Figure 4, Ted has just woken up and Anna is unclipping the
wheels on his bed so she can roll it underneath the ceiling track
and hoist him into his wheelchair (see Figure 1). Before moving the
bed, the heater needs to be turned off and moved out of the way.
Note that the smart plug that (in other extracts) we have seen Ted
refer to as ‘heater’ when controlling the fan heater in his room was
previously named ‘blue’ in the Echo’s device configuration. The
trouble Ted has with the command “turn off blue” in line 5 is partly
due to “blue” being mistranscribed by Alexa’s speech recognition
system as “moon”.

Figure 4: Anna waits for Ted to resolve a miscommunication
with Alexa before proceeding with her part of their joint care
routine (video)

When the extract begins, Alexa is playing music. Both times
Ted summons Alexa at lines 2 and 10, Alexa pauses the music in
response to the summons as the wake-light comes on. Notice how,
just after Ted’s redoes the summons “Alexa::,” more emphatically
in line 10, Anna also pauses her activity of unclipping the bed
wheels and waits, glancing at the wake light until Ted re-does the
command “Turn off blu:e.” in line 14—this time successfully. Anna
then resumes her activity and continues moving around the bed,
pushing the heater out of the way as the music re-starts.

Note that since Anna must move the heater in any case, she
could have continued with unclipping the bed wheels and turned
it off with her foot as she put it away. Instead, Anna waits and
monitors Ted’s interaction with Alexa until he resolves the mis-
communication and achieves his part in the—now shared—activity
before she continues with her task.

https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig4.mp4
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3.3 Assistance with using the virtual assistant
Ted and Anna also share an activity in Figure 5, though this time
Ted assists Anna. Just before the video clip starts, Anna has been
squinting at a care plan she is about to read to Ted, but the lights
in the room are dim (set to ten percent brightness). When Anna
summons and instructs Alexa to “turn lights ten percent” in line 2,
the device’s wake light comes on, but Alexa does not respond, and
the lights remain dim until Ted intervenes.

Figure 5: Ted assists Anna in using Alexa to brighten the
lights in the room (video)

After the 4.8 second gap in line 3 where Alexa does not respond,
Anna glances up at the lights then turns to move towards Alexa just
as Ted begins his first summons/command turn in lines 4-5. Here
Ted has taken the initiative by formulating his instruction with
an embedded correction [49] of Anna’s prior turn: substituting “a
hundred percent” instead of “ten percent”. Ted’s action shows that
he is monitoring Anna’s activities here by offering assistance, and
by treating her unsuccessful instruction/response sequence with
Alexa as an opportunity to join the (thereby) shared task rather than
letting Anna try again (as Anna did for Ted in Extract 4). Note also
how Anna supports Ted’s intervention despite him also then en-
countering trouble with Alexa. At first she glances at Ted while he
produces the first part of the command at line 11 “turn lights”, then
Anna looks down, visibly disengaging from her interaction with
Alexa. She remains standing, glancing up occasionally from the
care plan while Ted goes through multiple rounds of unsuccessful
summons/instruction and response sequences before successfully
getting Alexa to turn up the lights, at which point Anna proceeds
with her next step in the process by reading the care plan out loud
to Ted. This episode shows that Ted can also offer assistance to
Anna: he shares activities by instructing Alexa to do something
that facilitates the progress of Anna’s current task. Anna’s with-
drawal from her interaction with Alexa and her waiting while Ted
interacts (and often encounters trouble) with Alexa suggests that

here, Anne is prioritizing Ted’s initiative and task-sharing over the
progressivity of the joint activity.

In some situations, however, Ted is not able to use Alexa. For
example, when he has just come off the CPAP machine and his
voice is too weak.

Figure 6: Anna checks that Ted wants assistance before help-
ing him interact with Alexa (video)

In this extract, Ted halts his turn at ‘turn on’, then looks up at
Anna, who treats Ted’s halt and sustained gaze as a word search by
offering ‘heater’ as a candidate (other-repair) solution [37]. Ted’s
response “Hye:uh” confirms that ‘heater’ was, indeed, the correct
solution (at least this is how Anna treats it in her next turn), but
he does not use this solution to re-do his summons/instruction to
Alexa. Instead, he shakes and drops his head, facing away from the
Alexa device. After offering Ted the opportunity to confirm that he
wants her assistance with the task, which he does, Anna re-does
the summons/command for him.

Anna saying “You’re not feeling the cold so much no:w?” in
line 16 functions like the ‘optimistic projections’ [50], ‘bright side
tellings’ [47, 87] or ‘good news exits’ [65] that are often used to
‘balance out’ bad news delivery sequences. In this case, the bad
news or unwelcome event seems to be Ted’s inability to use Alexa
and take his part in their shared activity. This suggests that Anna is
also monitoring Ted’s ability to use Alexa partly as an indication of
his wellbeing. While Anna is clearly monitoring Ted’s interactions
with Alexa and could intervene on Ted’s behalf, there seems to be
a relatively high threshold before she will offer him assistance with
a task he can do using the CUI. In the examples above, when Ted
encounters trouble with Alexa, Anna tends to wait and suspend her
activities while Ted tries again, and in Figure 6 she also explicitly
checks whether he wants help before instructing Alexa on Ted’s
behalf. Anna’s careful checking before she helps Ted shows her
orientation to the task as being owned by Ted.

This analysis is underscored in Figure 7 where we see a deviant
case of an unsolicited intervention by Anna. Ted’s response high-
lights how this high threshold for recruitment and Anna offering
assistance with one of ‘Ted’s tasks’ is mutually maintained. Anna as-
sists Ted in using Alexa after Ted has been unsuccessfully re-issuing
summons/instructions to Alexa for almost a minute (omitted in the
transcript below), but without checking that he wants help first.

https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig5.mp4
https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig6.mp4
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Figure 7: Ted resists unsolicited assistance from Anna (video)

When Ted first summons Alexa in line 1, Anna is crouching
on the floor, organizing some homecare materials. After multiple
failed summons/instructions from Ted, in line 22 Anna assists Ted
by summoning Alexa herself while standing, gazing at the Echo
device. As Anna produces this summons, Ted quickly and explicitly
and sanctions her intervention, saying “I can do it” in line 23, before
re-doing his summons/instructions more loudly, and with more
stress on each word. This kind of explicitness in the coordination of
tasks within their shared activities is unusual, and here it hghlights
how important it is to Ted to be able to take part in shared activities
(using Alexa).

3.4 The tacit coordination of assistance in a
smart homecare setting

The handing-over of initiative between Ted and Anna operates far
more subtly than e.g., verbal requests for assistance [54]. Our final
example in Figure 8 uses multimodal transcription conventions [67]
to show how Ted and Anna combine tacit, embodied displays of
attentiveness, availability, and formulations of ‘trouble’ [53] in ways
that prioritize Ted’s initiative, but without obliging him to struggle
to do things for himself. The multimodal transcript starts at line 10
after 28 seconds of transcript (and repeated summons/command
initiations) have been omitted from the transcript.

Figure 8: Ted’s failure to summon Alexa gets Anna involved
in his task of turning on the lights (video)

When Extract 8 begins, Ted is alone in the room and his voice
sounds quiet and hoarse. Ted tries twice to summon Alexa in lines
1 and 3 but is unsuccessful. After each summons the wake light
does not turn on. Ted then abandons the task of turning on the
lights for 28 seconds and only resumes his attempts after Anna
walks in the room. However, instead of directing an explicit request
for help to Anna, Ted re-does his summons/command to Alexa
in line 12–within earshot of Anna–then drops his head. Ted then
remains visibly disengaged from his interaction with Alexa: neither
looking towards the device, nor towards the ceiling lights, nor re-
trying his summons/command. Although she is turned away from
Ted during his summons/command initiation, when Anna gets up
immediately afterwards and turns, she glances first towards Ted,
then to the ceiling and the (still off) lights, then towards Alexa. As
Anna turns away from Ted and starts to walk towards Alexa, Ted
lifts his head and tracks her movement into a position where he
can monitor Anna’s actions and Alexa’s wake light. Ted’s visible
disengagement after initiating an interaction with Alexa functions
as a resource for Anna to recognize Ted’s need for assistance. She
is able to provide assistance without leaving him struggling with
Alexa or having to check before intervening bysummoning and
instructing Alexa to turn on the lights in line 10. Once the lights turn
on, Ted’s acknowledgement “Nice one Anna” in line 22 confirms

https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig7.mov
https://archive.org/download/CUI2023-Smart-Homecare_20230607/fig8.mp4
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her assumption that Ted had disengaged from the task and was
recruiting Anna to operate Alexa on his behalf.

4 DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION
We can now briefly summarize our analysis and reflect on how
these findings contribute to our understanding of disability, in-
dependence, and interdependence in the use of CUIs as assistive
technologies.

4.1 Summary
We began by analyzing an instance of miscommunication involving
multiple CUIs in Extract 1 that highlights how the user model of
the solo individual user is designed into such systems. Extract 2
showed how a disabled person uses a CUI to accomplish tasks for
themselves within a daily care routine e.g., setting and de-activating
alarms and managing features of the environment such as lighting
and heating. This specific use of the CUI fits with the model of the
individualized user and, in this case, provides a straightforward
form of technologically-enabled independence to do things for one-
self. The limitations of that model also become clear as soon as
the routine requires additional assistance, or, as in Extract 3 where
Ted is wearing a breathing mask, when the user cannot speak. We
can see the modularity and adaptability of the smart homecare
system (including both technical and interactional components) in
the configuration of the ‘Echo Button’ gaming device to summon
assistance from a human care assistant, and from the hand-over
between users interacting with the CUI as the mask comes off. Ex-
tracts 4 and 5 showed how the daily activities of a homecare routine
can be shared between the disabled person, and how either can
offer assistance to the other using the CUI to initiate and accom-
plish tasks within a shared activity structure. These two extracts
also showed how the care assistant prioritizes the involvement of
the disabled person in shared activities by e.g., waiting while they
complete their interaction with the CUI before proceeding with
the next step in the homecare routine. Extract 6, 7, and 8 showed
how the humans in this smart homecare setting coordinate their
displays of attention, availability, and needs for assistance in a way
that supports and prioritizes the disabled person’s independence
embedded within an interdependent participation framework.

4.2 Models of ability and interdependence
This paper has focused on the shifts of agency and task-ownership
between participants as they co-produce both the technical infras-
tructures and the interactional environment of the homecare setting.
So what does this participation framework involving disabled peo-
ple working with personal and virtual assistants tell us about how
these systems could be designed? And what does it tell us about con-
cepts of ability and disability, independence and interdependence
that we could—or should—adopt when designing CUIs?

On the one hand, ‘smart home’ systems as they exist today do
offer a useful and viable form of practical ‘independence’, andwe see
this model of independence in Ted’s solo uses of Alexa to e.g., spend
time alone while toileting (see Extract 2), providing opportunities to
reclaim solitary timewithin a hectic care routine. On the other hand,
if this model of independence is the main priority, CUI designers

and the systems they build might lend themselves to agendas that
prioritize cost-saving and utilitarian social policy-making.

However, the elegant coordination of the care routine we have
witnessed here between a disabled person, a personal assistant, and
a virtual assistant point to opportunities to identify more empow-
ering uses of smart homecare systems.

Firstly, on a practical level, these analyses show how disabled
people and care teams can adapt CUI devices (e.g., Ted’s use of the
Echo Buttons in Extract 3) to manage everyday care activities. These
are relatively cheap, mass consumer devices, which are heavily
discounted by large corporations such as Google and Amazon that
have an interest in establishing new sales channels. As such, CUI
design can support disabled people’s independence by fostering
and supporting this form of bottom-up innovation.

Secondly, we observed the recruitment of assistance beyond the
explicit, unmitigated summons/command format that is most often
used to interact with a CUI. Indeed, our analyses show how a range
of methods for recruiting and offering assistance [41] allow Ted to
calibrate his displays of need and capacity, and for Anna to offer only
as much assistance is currently necessary to provide interactional
‘scaffolding’ [76, 77] for Ted’s participation in their shared tasks.
As Bennett et al. [2018] suggest, a paradigm of interdependence
in accessible technology design might provide for more ability-
centered or ‘strengths-based’ approaches [85] to designing CUIs
within smart homecare systems.

Thirdly, the ways that we see the virtual assistant being drawn
into interaction as a resource for coordination points to the inad-
equacy of the single-user model, especially in the busy homecare
environment (not to mention the inadequacy of this user model
in everyday muti-party/family settings [74]). There is already a
growing literature of empirical interactional research that points to
more suitable user models. For example, studies of triadic and multi-
party participation frameworks include virtual assistants and social
robots in joint activities [57]. Similarly, research on distributed cog-
nition and the extended mind provide theoretical starting points
for studies of the role of CUIs in smart homecare [10]. Interactional
research showing the limitations of simulation and role-play train-
ing and evaluation processes also highlight the flawed assumptions
that often underpin the design of conversational agents [73, 88].
While CUI evaluation and design is a multi-disciplinary field, the
conversation analytic methods used here provide an empirical ap-
proach that suits an expanded model of the user by focusing on the
sociomateriality of interaction [31, 44] rather than by constructing
the user as a reductive “model of man” [28, 89].

Finally, this study suggests that CUI designers use concepts of
ability, disability, and agency that acknowledge how “we are all
interdependent” [97], and recognize how the details of our interac-
tions reveal our inherent interdependence with one another and
with our environment. It shows how CUIs, integrated into deft,
mundane homecare interactions, can prioritize the separable but
interconnected ‘relational autonomy’ of social action that involves
us all as ‘assistants’ for and with one another - personal, virtual
and disabled alike [20].
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4.3 Conclusion
For policymakers, the most salient conclusion from our findings is
that virtual assistants may expand the affordances of a smart home-
care setting but cannot, on their own, replace the work of human
personal assistants. We have highlighted how CUIs work as part of
a resourceful sociomaterial homecare environment, constituted by
the skillful and adaptive interactional work of both disabled people
and personal assistants. This suggests an alternative analytic start-
ing point to essentializing uses of both medical and social models
of disability that often start by specifying individual impairments,
social roles, or institutional priorities. Instead, we suggest that a
central empirical focus on interactional structure could help poli-
cymakers understand the inherent states of interdependence and
contingency involved in everyday homecare work.

Although this study focuses specifically on a use case for CUIs
involving disabled people and personal assistants, we also suggest
that the findings and methods used here are transferable to other
settings, and could have broader implications for the design of
CUIs and both industry and academic research. Specifically, we
have aimed to show how CA can provide valuable insights for
the design and evaluation of CUIs and the ways they are used
and adapted in everyday life. These methods allow us to track the
shifting participation frameworks of social interaction, and can
help to expand CUI designers’ conceptualizations of the solo ‘user’
to include the wider sociomaterial environment.

Finally, to inspire the design of future CUIs and smart homecare
systems, we have identified, described, and shared some examples
of how people can draw CUIs into the interactional structure of
recruitments. Future studies could enable virtual ‘assistants’ and
‘assistive’ technologies worthy of that name: designed to join in
with the prosocial human activities through which we seek and
provide one another with assistance.
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